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Introduction
As described in task 6.1 in Annex 1 of the Grant Agreement, WP6 has developed a dissemination
and exploitation plan. In order to align all parties on dissemination standards and present a strong
external facing image, dissemination activities will first focus on developing presentation materials
and materials to support communication, after which the focus will shift to publishing progress and
community building. As part of the activities related to project presentation materials, WP6 has now
developed a COVID-RED website, logo, PowerPoint templates, and social media tools. These outputs
are listed below.
The website, templates and social media outputs will be regularly monitored, reviewed and updated
by consortium members to maximize the impact among all the stakeholders. In this way, WP6 is
setting the basis for successful uptake and implementation of COVID-RED results and
methodologies.

Project logo
A project logo has been developed with the aim to present a strong visual COVID-RED identity. This
logo will be used on the public website, social media accounts, and other external outputs.

Figure 1 Project logo COVID-RED
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Public website
WP6 has developed a public website to serve as the project’s showcase and main repository for
communication materials. The website can be found here: http://www.covid-red.eu/

Social media accounts
WP6 has set up a Twitter account @CovidRed and an Instagram account covidredproject. These
accounts have been set up according to EC’s guidance note on social media (04/2018).

Project templates
WP6 has developed a general PowerPoint presentation which can be used by consortium members
to present the project. This presentation will be kept up to date throughout the duration of the project.
Please find a preview below; slides are available upon request.

Figure 2 Template slides for presenting COVID-RED
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